
Tips for Quilting Negative Space
Sometimes, picking out the quilting designs for your quilt tops can be overwhelming. Let’s make it a little easier 
by focusing on just one section of the quilt, the negative space. Here are a few tips for quilting the negative space 
(or backgrounds) of your quilts.

The simpliest explaination is that “negative space” or “background” refers to the space between things. In gener-
al, I think of this as the area around the quilt blocks. But, that’s not always the case. Sometimes a quilt with have 
a lot of negative space and sometimes it won’t have any. The designs you choose to use in these areas can help 
show off the most important parts of the quilt.

What is Negative Space?

 Negative Space Tip #1: Create Secondary Designs
Pick designs that “connect” the blocks or create 
secondary patterns in the background.

Perfect For:
• Quilts with larger areas of negative space.
• In between blocks that are arranged in a grid.

• Sketch out design ideas beforehand to see which 
ones will work the best. Try connecting different 
points on the block or try out different shapes.

• Use the seams and the blocks as a guide for your 
lines. This can help eliminate the need to mark out 
the designs.

Additional Tips:



 Negative Space Tip #2: Mimic the Piecing
Use the quilting to recreate the blocks 
in the quilt, which can help enhance the 
overall pattern

Perfect For:
• Quilts with larger areas of negative 

space.
• Quilts with blocks that aren’t overly 

complex

• After quilting the “fake” block, 
quilt the inside the same as 
you quilt the actual blocks.

• Echo around the outside of the 
“fake” block to help separate it 
the from the rest of the quilt-
ing.

• Marking out the shape before-
hand may be necessary.

Additional Tips:



 Negative Space Tip #3: Add Fun Details with the Quilting
Help show the inspiration behind the 
quilt pattern by adding details in the 
background areas

Perfect For:
• Areas of any size
• Adding a whimsical touch to 

your quilt

• Let your imagination roam, you 
can really have fun coming up 
with different details to add to 
your quilt top.

• The quilted details don’t have to 
be literal or overly 
complex, some-
times simple is 
better.

• Try quilting 
meaningful words 
and phrases to 
add a personal 
touch to your 
quilt.

Additional Tips:



 Negative Space Tip #4: Use the Quilting to add Texture 

Picking quilting designs with consistent 
spacing will add a lovely texture to your 
quilt without overwhelming the rest of 
the quilt.
Perfect For:
• Areas of any size
• Quilts with solid or tonal fabric in the 

background areas.

• Use a thread color that matches the 
fabric in the background areas. This 
will help the overall texture shine 
without stealing attention from the 
rest of the quilt.

• Any design that has consistent 
spacing can add texture to your 
quilts, try serpentine lines, swirls 
or any meandering design.

• You can even combine several dif-
ferent designs, just be sure that the 
density of all the designs is similar. 

Additional Tips:



 Negative Space Tip #5: Add a Custom Touch with Motifs 
Motifs are designs that are self-contained and 
meant to draw attention to an area. While normal-
ly seen in quilt blocks, motif can also be quilted in 
background areas of a quilt as well.

Perfect For:
• Larger areas of background, irregular areas
• Adding an elegant look to your quilt.

• Focus on keeping the motifs symmetrical. Even if 
they aren’t perfectly quilted, the symmetry will 
make them look great.

• Almost any design can be turned into a motif. Try 
experimenting with different designs, you’ll be 
amazed at what you can come up with.

• Try using motifs to “frame” an element of your 
quilt or repeat them to make a secondary pattern.

• Use a filler designs that contrasts with the motif to 
help it stand out from the rest of the quilting.

Additional Tips:



 Negative Space Tip #6: Break It Up
Using designs to break up larger areas of negative space 
can be an easier way to make the task less daunting.

Perfect For:
• Larger areas of background, irregular areas
• Quilts that are bold enough to not be overshadowed 

by different designs.

• Try using different designs in different 
ways to give your quilting a “wow” 
factor.

• Experiment with oversized designs, 
such as feathers and swirls chains

• Making larger designs appear to go 
behind blocks is a way to add depth to 
the quilting.

Additional Tips:



 Negative Space Tip #7: Change the Scale or Combine Designs
Mixing it up a bit can make the quilting process a lot more 
fun, without having to deal with overly complicated de-
signs.

Perfect For:
• Backgrounds and negative space of any size
• Learning new designs 

• Try starting with a design that you are comfortable 
with, then adding a new design as you go.

• Changing up the scale of your quilting is an easy 
way to add interest to your quilt without learning a 
new design.

Additional Tips:



 Negative Space Tip #8: All the Things
Why stick with just one negative 
space technique when you can mix 
and match to create even more 
options for the background and 
negative spaces of your quilts.




